Leadership
W isdoms

Team – A Leader’s Strategy
A good leader knows that the greatest strategy is to work in team….for team means Together Each
Accomplishes More. However, by empowering our highest self-esteem - we proactively infuse the
collective body of the team.
Silence – A Leader’s Wisdom
An advanced leader knows when seeking direction and wisdom, one should make time to be in
silence. Higher knowledge cannot be heard when there is busyness, noise and thought-clutter.
One cannot hear when others are near.
Gratitude – A Leader’s Power
A smart leader knows that gratitude is the true source of power. It births from an awareness of the
trials and defeats that led to the positive results and successes. With great gratitude, one ensures
a positive attitude.
Humility – A Leader’s Mandate
A humble leader knows that it is not necessary to talk about our successes – we simply need to share
them. We lead by example of who we are and how we live. We do not display ourselves by our words
and talk, but by our deeds and walk.
Respect – A Leader’s Mastery
An accomplished leader knows it is foolhardy to diminish our strengths in an effort to make
others feel better about themselves. The greatest honor we can show to another is to share - our
own highest attributes, with no fan fare.
Associations – A Leader’s Intelligence
A sharp leader knows that the protection of our success is secured with the wisdom of discernment.
Discernment is the watch tower for the leader. Red flags were created for a very good reason, they
are meant to prevent future treason.
Forgiveness – A Leader’s Emotion
An insightful leader knows that for those who cannot forgive another, will not forgive themselves.
And for those who do not forgive themselves, will inevitably become a poor decision maker and
a wobbly, weak faker.
Integrity – A Leader’s Virtue
An impeccable leader knows that deception conceals us, not only from others, but from our own
purpose and destiny. Success and freedom can only be sustained - if TRUTH and NOTHING
BUT THE TRUTH is maintained.
Courage – A Leader’s Strength
A mighty leader knows that anything worthwhile is worth fighting for. As well, anyone who is
enlightened must defend against becoming darkened. However, is it not how we fall or bounce, it
is how we get back up that counts.

Acceptance – A Leader’s Achievement
An equipped leader knows how to accept change and defeat because defeat catapults us to our
next victories. We embrace our lessons as a way of becoming stronger and more stabilized. We are
smarter, so things are less harder.
Calmness – A Leader’s Weapon
A patient leader knows timing is everything. We watch for the signs and signals. We move ahead
with certainty and commitment, leaving no room for vacillation or confusion. When we are more
precise - our decisions are more concise.
Justice – A Leader’s Mission
A true leader knows to commit to fight for justice FOR ALL at ALL TIMES in ALL WAYS. He or she
will not stand for anything less and does not kneel to darkness or manipulation on this matter - even
if our pockets don’t get fatter.
Charitable – A Leader’s Asset
A generous leader knows that when we leave this world, we take nothing material with us. Money
is not required in heaven. Therefore, our generosity is constant and outrageous - and in the end,
becomes contagious.
Discipline – A Leader’s Focus
A conscious leader knows to always attention to the details. The smallest detail missed, can create
the largest problem. Our feet must be planted on the ground - so our heads do not stay in the
clouds, and cannot be found.
Commitment – A Leader’s Passion
An inspired leader knows that without commitment nothing will work. For this kind of leader, it is
all quite simple. Mediocre input - mediocre output. Miraculous input - miraculous output. Never
is our passion out of fashion.
Judgement – A Leader’s Contemplation
A noble leader knows that judging another is indeed not sound judgement. Words must make
room for goodness and no room for gossip. Always get the truthful facts - in order for our honor
and integrity to stay intact.
Faith – A Leader’s Knowledge
A limitless leader knows that miraculous events occur when being unrestricted by facts and figures.
In truth, there is more happening in the unseen than the seen. Our limited fearful thinking can
lead to our magnificent ship sinking.
Caring – A Leader’s Action
A compassionate leader knows that if we are not part of the solution, we are part of the problem.
People do not care how much we know until they know how much we care. We start with our
heart, not being led by our head.

